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Abstract. In software-defined network (SDN), lookup tree structure is proposed as a
common organization of flow entries due to its high lookup performance. However, since
tree structure takes full update, we found that every time the flow entry was updated,
the lookup tree structure needed to be rebuilt, and with the increase of the tree depth,
the update time was longer, which was a cumbersome process and resulted in a large
number of packets lost during the update. This paper proposes a batch update mechanism,
completing the batch integration based on the operation types of each Flow-Mod message,
combining multiple one by one update into a single batch update. Therefore, processing
multiple flow entries in the same batch only requires one centralized rebuilding, which
greatly shortens the update time and enables the switch to respond to the changes of the
network in time. We select the commonly used access control list (ACL) to verify the
effectiveness of the proposed mechanism, and prove that it has a better performance in
frequent update scenarios with high-flow. While retaining the high performance of lookup,
it also meets the stringent requirements of SDN switch for updating.
Keywords: Software-defined network, Flow entry, Update performance, Batch update

1. Introduction. In traditional networks, flow control and forwarding are completely
dependent on routing devices, and the configuration process is cumbersome and error-
prone. As a new network architecture, SDN is expected to change the traditional network
pattern by adopting SDN switch based on the flow entries and centralized controller.
In SDN, flexible application deployment is carried out by updating the flow entries in
the switch. OpenFlow, as the mainstream southbound protocol of SDN, adopts Flow-
Mod messages to update the flow entries one by one. Every time a Flow-Mod message is
received, a lookup tree structure needs to be rebuilt. With the continuous operation of
the network, the lookup tree structure is constantly expanding and deepening, and the
time of each rebuild is also increasing, affecting the normal operation of the network.

Through the analysis of the above problems, it can be seen that the tree structure
is used to improve the lookup performance, while the impact of the structure on the
update performance is not considered. The update performance represents the response
time to network status change, which becomes an urgent requirement in the current SDN
environment. For example, failure recovery is to ensure the normal operation through
strict time control. Similarly, the updating of network topology [1] and the configuration of
network environment [2] also need to meet the demand of highly time-sensitives. Besides,
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[3, 4] show that in the SDN data center, 90% of the data flows are rat flows with small
data volume, while 10% are elephant flows which transfer more than 90% of the bytes,
and the flow entries processing the rat flows occupy a large amount of the flow table space
of the switch. By updating the flow entries which are used less frequently, we can make
full use of the flow table resources.
Previous experiments have shown the average update performance ranging from 200 to

800 rules/sec [5-7]. Since the current update speed cannot meet the business requirements
of high performance, several solutions have been proposed for minimizing the number of
flow entries, optimizing the structure of flow entries and improving the matching efficiency
[8-12]. However, these methods do not optimize the update process itself, which does not
really solve the problem of slow update fundamentally.
This paper focuses on improving the update performance of SDN switches. Since update

performance improvement should not be made at expense of lookup performance, the
lookup tree structure is still used as the flow entries organization. We analyze the update
process itself, which depends on several sequential steps: generate the rules by controller,
issue Flow-Mod and Table-Mod messages to switch, parse the messages in SDN switch,
and build the lookup tree that need full update for packets forwarding. We find full update
to build lookup tree is a major time consuming factor. The delay of the fourth step (build
lookup tree) has become a main bottleneck in the SDN actual operation and maintenance.
This paper proposes batch update mechanism to reduce the time of building lookup tree
to improve update performance. This mechanism consists of three phases: Sequential
storage table (SST) is designed to cache Flow-Mod messages of the switch, then, when
the batch update condition is met, the full rule table (FRT) is used to integrate the flow
entries in the switch according to the operation types in SST, and finally, the lookup
tree structure (LT) is built according to the flow tables contained in FRT to improve the
lookup efficiency.
The main contribution of this paper is to optimize the flow entries update process

itself, and to present a batch update mechanism to combine multiple updates into a
single rebuild process, solving the problem with the current one by one mechanism that
cannot meet the high update performance of the switch, so that the network data can be
forwarded normally in the frequent update scenario. The SDN switch is installed on a
general purpose processor, and we apply the batch update mechanism on SDN switch to
verifying the update performance. It is estimated that when updating 1,000 flow entries
in a single flow table, our solution is 150 times faster than OpenFlow using one by one
update mechanism. In addition, the percentage of building time decreased as the number
of flow entries increased, eliminating the performance bottleneck caused by building the
lookup tree, which shows the updating efficiency of our mechanism is more applicable in
high-flow environment. While taking account of the lookup performance, the batch update
mechanism also realizes the rapid response to the frequent changes of the network, which
is of great significance in maintaining the normal operation of the network.
The main works of this paper are as follows.
1) Analyze the time consuming factors in the one by one update mechanism by updating

different number of flow entries.
2) A batch update mechanism is proposed to improve the update speed by reducing the

build time of lookup tree structure, which is more applicable in frequent update scenarios,
and the three phases of this mechanism are analyzed in detail.
3) Selecting the most commonly used ACL algorithm for the practical test, the proposed

mechanism is evaluated in two cases, different number of flow entries and different level
of flow tables. The experiments prove that this mechanism has a significant performance
improvement in actual operation compared to the one by one update mechanism.
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The paper is organized as follows: the related work is shown in Section 2 and Section
3 presents the batch update mechanism, Section 4 demonstrates the effectiveness of the
mechanism through experiments, and Section 5 is the conclusion.

2. Related Work. Aiming at the problem of fast updating flow entries, there are several
solutions: (i) delegate control back to the switch; (ii) cache common flow entries and
change the storage structure; (iii) SDN switch cluster allocation.

As the update speed is affected by the limited bandwidth between the SDN control
plane and forward plane, to solve the performance bottleneck caused by bandwidth, some
scholars propose delegating control back to the switch, reducing the burden of the SDN
controller. Ramos et al. [13] propose in routing the source and destination switches install
flow table, by parsing packet header information, the switches update the flow table and
forward data packets, and intermediate switches do not need a controller to guide update.
The method alleviates controller load and improves update speed in the entire network.
Yu et al. [14] choose the Authority Switches to manage the flow table in an area. However,
this method does not conform to the current specification of OpenFlow protocol, which
would require large-scale modification. Xie et al. [15] propose an automatic flow table
control mechanism for OpenFlow switch, which solved insufficient flow table resources
caused by the slow update in high flow switches. However, the proposed optimization of
the stagnation time is still static, which cannot meet the demand of the switch in a real
network environment.

Some scholars reduce the time of update by caching flow entries or changing the flow
table storage structure [16,17]. Syed et al.’s algorithm [18] changes the storage structure
of TCAM by keeping free space in several parts of memory. Kim et al. [19] propose an
improved updating algorithm based on LRU. The idle space is used as a cache for out-of-
date flow entries, the flow entry is reactivated when a packet matches it, which can make
the SDN switch store as many flow entries of high usage frequency as possible. However,
at the peak hour of network, the flow table of SDN switch does not have much idle space
for cache use, so it is meaningless to cache. Curtis et al. [20] propose two ways to reduce
the number of communication between switches and controllers through rule replication
and local operation. The switches install flow entries with wildcards in advance to reduce
data interaction with controllers.

Switch cluster allocation mechanism is also used to improve the update performance
[21]. Some technologies [22, 23] reduce the multi-switch delay by combining and filtering
instructions in a global view. In [24], the capacity of different switches is used to constrain
flow entries, so as to improve the flow table update speed of the whole network. However,
when all the data flow into a switch, this switch must update frequently; meanwhile, there
is still available storage space in other switches, which will increase the network delay. In
general, existing solutions neither significantly change the performance of a single switch
nor solve the problem from the update process fundamentally.

Based on the above analysis, in order to optimize the process itself for the practical
application, we propose a mechanism to update flow entries quickly in SDN switch using
batch update.

3. Batch Update Mechanism. Based on the architecture of SDN control and forward-
ing separation, when the network environment changes, the controller will send Table-Mod
messages and Flow-Mod messages to the switches one by one through the southbound in-
terface to implement the corresponding upper applications function logic [25]. The specific
functions of these two message types are as follows.
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1) Table-Mod message is used to update the flow table. All the flow entries in the
switch are organized into different flow tables. There are only a few Table-Mod messages
in the actual switch running, so there is no need to batch process such messages. We can
process them one by one, and then load the flow tables into FRT directly, waiting for the
flow entries belonging to the flow table to be updated.
2) Flow-Mod is an update flow entry message, which is one of the most important

message types in OpenFlow. Each Flow-Mod message corresponds to an operation of a
flow entry, and each flow entry is a forwarding rule. The main fields in the Flow-Mod
message are tableId, index, and opType, which represent the flow table in which the
flow entry is operated, the sequence number of the flow entry in the flow table, and
the operation type of the flow entry, respectively. The opType contains three operation
types for adding (Add), modifying (Mod), and deleting (Del) a flow entry. The values
of these three fields are important parameters in determining how to do batch update.
When the network environment changes frequently, the switch will receive a large number
of Flow-Mod messages for flow entries update. This mechanism is designed to improve
the processing performance of Flow-Mod messages, so as to realize the rapid response of
corresponding network functions.
This section presents the implementation of batch update mechanism, and describes in

detail the process of the switch from receiving the Flow-Mod messages used to update to
actually using the flow entries for lookup. The mechanism includes the establishment of
a sequential storage table (SST), a full rule table (FRT), and a lookup tree (LT) that can
be used to forward element.

3.1. Sequential storage tables (SSTs). The SSTs are created in the control element
of the switch. These SSTs are used to cache the Flow-Mod messages sent by the controller,
and to decide the next operation by judging whether the batch update condition is met.
There are two ways for this mechanism to meet the batch update conditions.
1) Quantity condition (QC): Preset the quantity threshold and count the number of

Flow-Mod messages on SSTs in real time, recorded as updateNum. When updateNum is
greater than or equal to the quantity threshold, it means that QC of the batch update is
met.
2) Time condition (TC): Preset the time threshold and calculate the time interval from

the last batch update to the present, recorded as updateTime. When the updateTime is
greater than or equal to the time threshold and there are unprocessed messages on SSTs,
TC of the batch update is met.
Either the QC or TC is reached, batch update can be performed. By analyzing the

main fields of Flow-Mod messages (tableId, index, and opType), batch integrates the flow
entries into FRT. If the batch update condition has not been achieved, then it continues
to cache the Flow-Mod messages to SSTs until the batch update condition is met.
We design SST as a list structure to ensure the orderly caching of Flow-Mod messages

in the batch update mechanism. When receiving a Flow-Mod message, we should first
parse its message content. Only when the tableId is less than the set maximum number
of flow tables, the matching fields and actions in the message are not empty, can we insert
the message to the end of the list. Otherwise, the message is dropped. Finally, we need to
count the updateNum and updateTime to determine whether the batch update condition
is met.
In order to ensure that the next batch of new messages can be cached normally and do

not overlap with the current batch when processing messages, multiple SSTs are set in
the switch, and the batch flag of each batch is marked, the sequence number is incremented
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from 0. When the current batch meets the batch update condition and all Flow-Mod
messages are integrated into FRT, the SST can be deleted.

3.2. Full rule table (FRT). FRT is used to maintain all the flow entries in the SDN
switch and update the flow entries according to the Flow-Mod messages cached on SSTs.
The process of FRT formation is divided into two steps: the addition of flow table and the
integration of flow entries. After initializing the switch, the flow tables are directly added
to the FRT based on the Table-Mod messages. FRT consists of multiple empty flow tables
at this time. When the batch update condition is met, the Flow-Mod messages are taken
out from the list header of SSTs successively, and multiple flow entries are integrated to
the corresponding flow tables respectively according to the tableId field in the Flow-Mod
messages. FRT is formed so that it contains the latest flow table and flow entries in the
current switch. We count the number of flow entries that exist in the switch, denoted as
entryNum.

When the Flow-Mod message is received again, the flow table to which the flow entry
belongs is first found according to tableId. Then, the existing flow entries in FRT should
be integrated based on the index and opType of the flow entry. After obtaining the index
of the flow entry to be operated, it is necessary to clarify whether the flow table in the FRT
contains the flow entry of this index. If this index already exists, and when the opType
is Add or Mod, check whether the matching fields of this flow entry are consistent with
the flow entry in the FRT. If so, the flow entry memory in SSTs is copied to FRT for
overwriting and updating. If not, drop the message directly. When the opType is Del,
the memory occupied by the flow entry in the FRT is cleared, and the entryNum minus
one. If the index does not exist and the opType is Add or Mod, add the flow entry to
the FRT and the entryNum plus one. When the opType is Del, the message is dropped
directly. The current total number of flow entries in the switch is obtained at entryNum.

When the message in SST is empty, it represents the message processing of this batch
is completed, and the number of batches, denoted as batchCount is counted plus one.
At this time, the number of messages successfully processed in this batch is recorded
updateNum. During the operation of the switch, the total number of messages updated is
the accumulation of updateNum, denoted as updateTotalNum, which is commonly used
to measure the complexity of the network environment.

3.3. Lookup tree (LT). When the FRT is generated, the forward element of switch can
forward packets based on the rule of FRT. However, in practical application, the linear
lookup time of the FRT is too slow. So when the switch deploys the flow entries, the tree
structure [26] is usually adopted to improve the lookup efficiency. Therefore, the FRT
needs to be compiled according to the relevant table lookup algorithm to generate the
tree structure, so as to conduct efficient lookup.

In the process of building the LT, as the flow entries in FRT are classified into each flow
table according to tableId, the LT is built in the unit of the flow table. The final update
version of the flow table is formed by the LTs, which are compiled by multiple flow tables
in the switch. The forward element forwards the data flow according to the rule in the
flow table version, which is stored and maintained by the control element of the switch.

From the introduction and explanation of the above three phases, the pseudocode of
batch update mechanism is summarized in Algorithm 1.

3.4. Comparison. Figure 1 shows a comparison of the two update mechanisms, and
more intuitively shows the similarities and differences between the two mechanisms when
updating flow entries.
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Algorithm 1: The implementation of batch update mechanism

Input: Flow-Mod messages (contain tableId, index, opType), quantity threshold,
time threshold

Output: Flow table version, batchCount, updateTotalNum
Add Flow-Mod messages to the sequential storage table (SST)

if tableId < TableMax and entry ! = NULL then
item = Storage node(entry, opType, NULL);
if !head then

head = item;
tail = head;

else
tail → next = item;
tail = item;

updateList → entriesListInfo[tableId].head = head;
updateList → entriesListInfo[tableId].tail = tail;
updateList → entriesListInfo[tableId].updateNum ++;

Consolidate flow entries into full rule table (FRT)
while updateNum ≥ quantity threshold ||
updateNum && (nowTime − updateTime ≥ time threshold) do

while item ! = NULL do
if preUpdateRuleTable → entry.index == item.index then

if item → opType == Add || Mod then
if preUpdateRuleTable → entry.match == item.match then

consolidateRuleTable → entryInf = item.entry;

else
drop this message;

else
consolidateRuleTable → entryInf = item.next;
entryNum −−;

else
if item → opType == Add || Mod then

consolidateRuleTable → entryInf = item.entry;
entryNum ++;

else
drop this message;

item = item → next;

batchCount ++;
updateTotalNum = updateTotalNum + updateNum;

FRT to build the lookup tree (LT)
for tableId = 0 → TableMax do

Build LT for SDN switch to lookup;

flow table version is formed by the LTs;
updateTime = nowTime;
return flow table version, batchCount, updateTotalNum.
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Figure 1. A comparison of the two update mechanisms

According to the above analysis and the architecture of SDN, when the application plane
processing logic changes, the user transmits the network configuration to the control plane
through the northbound interface protocol. The controller abstracts the whole network
view as a network service, and uses the southbound interface to send the flow entries
to the switch in the data plane, so as to realize the rapid response of the applications.
All flow entries are updated and maintained in the control element of the switch, and
the forward element of the switch is only responsible for lookup and data forwarding.
Through the function division, two independent logical entities are formed to ensure the
fast forwarding of the underlying data flow.

The main difference between the two mechanisms is that in the traditional one by one
mechanism, there is no need to distinguish between the Table-Mod messages and the Flow-
Mod messages, and they are processed one by one according to the distribution order. In
the batch update mechanism, the Table-Mod messages and the Flow-Mod messages are
processed separately. After receiving the Table-Mod messages, they are processed directly
to create empty flow tables for FRT and wait for the flow entries to be updated. The
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Flow-Mod messages are first cached in SSTs in the form of a list, then integrated into FRT
according to the messages fields when the batch update condition is met. Compared with
the one by one mechanism, which needs to rebuild the LT structure for each Flow-Mod
message, the batch update mechanism directly merges the corresponding operations in the
FRT. After all the Flow-Mod messages in this batch are processed, only one centralized
rebuild operation is needed to generate the LT structure.
The main contribution of this paper is the batch processing of Flow-Mod messages:

including the batch cache in SSTs waiting for update, then completing the batch inte-
gration of each flow entry into FRT directly, and finally rebuilding the LT of multiple
flow tables in a batch at one time. The significance of batch update is to achieve multiple
Flow-Mod messages processing only by rebuilding the LT once. The update performance
is improved by reducing the rebuilding burden during the update process.
The above is the principle of batch update mechanism. In order to more specifically

introduce how to use the mechanism for practical application, we give a typical example
to illustrate the mechanism.

Example 3.1. We suppose that the SDN switch receives 4 Table-Mod messages and 8
Flow-Mod messages from the controller within 1 ms. The Table-Mod messages are used
to create 4 flow tables, Table1∼Table4. The contents of Flow-Mod messages are shown
in Table 1. Among them, we specially send two special types of messages: No. 5 and
No. 8, which mean to delete and modify the existing flow entries in the switch respectively.
Meanwhile, we set the condition of batch update with a quantity threshold of 10 and a time
threshold of 1 ms. The following shows how we use the batch update mechanism to process
them.

Table 1. Content of Flow-Mod messages in Example 3.1

No. tableId index opType

1 1 1 Add
2 2 1 Add
3 2 2 Add
4 2 3 Add
5 2 1 Del
6 4 1 Add
7 4 2 Add
8 4 1 Mod

Figure 2 illustrates the implementation of the batch update mechanism, which is divided
into five steps to introduce the whole batch process.
Step 1: Parse the contents of 4 Table-Mod messages, and create 4 empty flow tables in

FRT according to tableId.
Step 2: Cache Flow-Mod messages in SST continuously until batch update condition is

met. Set the batch flag of this SST as 0, the number of messages in SST and the update
time is counted in real time, waiting for batch update conditions to be met.
Step 3: Due to the fact that the set quantity threshold is 10, 8 messages cannot meet

the QC, but after the switch is more than 1 ms away from the last batch update, it can be
batch updated according to the TC.
Step 4: When the batch update condition is met, remove all the flow entries cached in

SST from the list header one by one, and each flow entry is integrated into the correspond-
ing flow table according to the tableId, index, and opType. The operations of flow entries
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Figure 2. An example for the implementation of batch update mechanism

are directly executed in FRT at this time, when all messages are processed, the latest FRT
in the switch has been formed, which does not contain the deleted flow entry table2entry1.
Then table4entry1 is already modified.

Step 5: Finally, the LT structure is built based on the flow table, all the LT structures
(LT1-LT4) made up the complete version of LT-V0, and the data flows entering the switch
are forwarded according to the new rules in LT-V0.

4. Performance Evaluation and Discussion. Software verification and validation is
an important process to ensure the normal implementation of the system and test whether
it meets the development requirements [27]. In this paper, we use the deductive research
approach to test in a specific scenario. First, we verify the update performance of the
current switch, find the time-consuming factors, and then through the processing of batch
update mechanism, software validation is used to judge whether the mechanism improves
the update performance.

In this experiment, we compare and evaluate the performance of one by one and batch
update mechanism in processing Flow-Mod messages. Among the numerous full update
tree structures, the commonly used ACL algorithm is adopted to verify and validate the
batch update mechanism. ACL is a collection of one or more flow rules, which is essentially
a packet filter. We use Classbench [28] to generate flow rules with dependencies and flow
update instruction sets. The flow rules refer to the judgment statement that describe
the packets matching conditions, which can be the source address, destination address,
port number, etc. The device matches packets based on these flow rules and can filter
out specific packets. We install the OpenFlow software switch and implement the batch
update mechanism on a general purpose processor.

The Flow-Mod and Table-Mod messages are issued by ONOS [29], an OpenFlow net-
work controller. The data flows used for testing are generated by the Spirent Test Center
instrument, which arrive at the SDN switch in consistent with the Markovian queuing
model [30]. To eliminate the interference of other irrelevant factors, the experimental
environment and the method for time interval measurements are the same. Our main
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evaluation goals are to find out: (i) What is the most time consuming factor in one by
one mechanism, (ii) What is the average time taken to update different number of flow
entries, and (iii) The impact of multiple flow tables on updating performance.

4.1. Analyzing time consuming factors. The overhead of updating flow entries comes
from two processes: preparing data and building ACL lookup tree. For building ACL
lookup tree, the two update mechanisms are the same, but for preparing data process,
the mechanism of one by one is used to realize the messages parsing, while batch update
is mainly used to build SST and FRT.
We choose different number of flow entries (e.g, 10, 100, 1,000, 5,000) for testing, all

flow entries are set in the same flow table, and one lookup tree is needed to build. To
make the data more accurate, each experiment was tested 10 times and averaged. By the
mechanism of one by one and batch update, the percentage of time to build ACL tree to
the total time is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. The percentage of time to build ACL tree to the total time in
two update mechanisms

As can be seen from Figure 3, the time to build an ACL lookup tree accounts for most of
the total time (about 93%) in the one by one mechanism, and the percentage is basically
unchanged for different number of flow entries, indicating that in any frequent update
scenarios, the updating performance is being affected by the build of full update lookup
tree.
For the mechanism of batch update, as the number of flow entries increases, the per-

centage of time to build the ACL tree to the total time decreases. By reducing the time
of rebuilding ACL tree, the update cost will be greatly reduced, showing batch update
mechanism eliminates the performance bottleneck associated with time consuming factors.

4.2. Comparing the performance of updating different number flow entries. In
this subsection, in order to evaluate the performance of updating flow entries, we need
to calculate the time interval for a switch to successfully update a flow entry, from the
switch receives a Flow-Mod message to the message actually takes effect.
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4.2.1. One by one mechanism. In the mechanism of one by one, we set the flow entry
to be tested with forwarding to a specific port, the rest does not contain the action of
forwarding to this port, then send data flow matching the flow entry. When the message
being tested arrives at the switch, record the time Tt1, after this message comes into force,
there will be some data packets forward from the specific port, then record the time of
the first packet to be forwarded, named Tr1.

When updating N flow entries, record the average update time TAO, and the calculation
formula of TAO is

TAO =

∑N
i=1 Tr1(i)− Tt1(i)

N
(1)

10,000 flow entries were updated one by one in the experiment, and experimental re-
sults of the 1st, 50th, 100th, 1,000th, 5,000th and 10,000th message update time are in
Table 2. With the increase of messages, the update time of each flow entry increases.
Considering the ACL lookup tree needs to be rebuilt whenever flow entry is updated, the
more messages, the longer it takes to build the tree. The update time of No. 10,000 is
984 times as much as No. 1! Sufficient to prove that update process has a lot of room for
optimization.

Table 2. Update time for special flow entries in one by one mechanism
(total update number: 10,000)

Number of flow Average update
entries (No.) time: TAO (ms)

1 0.10
50 0.50
100 0.75
1,000 9.18
5,000 47.22
10,000 98.44

4.2.2. Batch update mechanism. We set the number of messages to N in the batch update
mechanism, and only the last message is forwarded to a specific port. When the first
message arrives at the switch, record the time Tt2, after the last message of this batch
comes into force, record the time of the first packet to be forwarded Tr2. Record the
average total update time TAB, and the calculation formula of TAB is

TAB =
Tr2 − Tt2

N
(2)

4.2.3. Experimental design under different flow environments. According to the experi-
mental results in Table 2, the update time increases exponentially when the number of
flow entries is more than 1,000. Therefore, the experiment takes it as the benchmark and
divides into two update environments: low-flow (N < 1,000) and high-flow (N > 5,000).
In the low-flow environment, each batch interval is 100, and interval of 5,000 is in the
high-flow environment. We design the experiment in different environments with different
update mechanism and different number of Flow-Mod messages, statistically the average
time of each flow entry for performance comparison.

Considering the conditions for executing batch update are QC and TC (in Subsection
3.1), in this section, different quantity thresholds and time thresholds are selected to test
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the update performance. Quantity threshold is defined as the minimum number of Flow-
Mod messages processed in each batch, and time threshold is defined as the maximum
time for each batch of SSTs to cache Flow-Mod messages, when one of these thresholds
is met, the batch update mechanism can be executed.
Figure 4 shows the comparison of average time taken to process the different number of

Flow-Mod messages in a low-flow environment (the number of update flow entries is less
than 1,000). Each figure represents the updating performance of different time thresholds
in the same quantity threshold. 1%, 10%, and 100% of the maximum number of update
Flow-Mod messages are selected as the quantity threshold. From Table 2, we know that
the time to update 1 message and 1,000 messages is 0.1 ms and 9.18 ms respectively
in one by one mechanism, when the minimum quantity threshold is 10, it represents a
batch will process 10 messages, so we design the minimum time threshold as 0.1 ∗ 10 = 1
ms for comparison. The maximum time threshold is set to be slightly greater than the
time required in one by one mechanism, to ensure the maximum number of Flow-Mod
messages can be updated in a batch, so 10 ms is set. Besides, 5 ms is set as an intermediate
parameter, so quantity thresholds are selected as {10, 100, and 1,000} and time thresholds
in {1 ms, 5 ms, and 10 ms} are picked representative parameters to verify the mechanism.
Obviously, when quantity threshold = 1, time threshold = 0, it means updating one by
one.
As we can see from Figures 4(a) and 4(b), when the quantity threshold is constant,

increase time threshold, the larger number of update flow entries are, the longer it takes
to update each flow entry, indicating that in a low-flow environment, when the quantity
threshold is small, the updating performance is better by shortening the update time
interval. Comparing Figures 4(a) and 4(b) horizontally, under the same time threshold,
the larger quantity threshold is, the shorter the average batch update time. For example,
we set the number of Flow-Mod messages as 1,000, when time threshold = 1 ms and
quantity threshold changes from 10 to 100, the updating time is shortened from 1,300 µs
to 60 µs, which means setting a large quantity threshold, the number of flow entries in each
batch increases, and then reducing the frequency of rebuilding the LT, thus improving
the updating performance significantly.
However, when the quantity threshold far exceeds the number of update flow entries,

as shown in Figures 4(c), the quantity threshold = 1,000, in this case, the TC is the only
condition that determines the update. When the number of Flow-Mod messages is less
than 500, if the time threshold is set to be large, it needs to wait for a longer time to cache,
making the time of updating longer with the time threshold increase. When the number
of Flow-Mod messages is 100-500, an update interval of 1 ms is more appropriate, while
for 500-700, time threshold = 5 ms is selected to optimize the updating performance.
Therefore, it is very important to reasonably select the update conditions according to
different environments and different number of flow entries. In general, no matter what
update condition is set, it can be seen that batch update mechanism takes less time and
has better update performance than one by one update mechanism, which proves the
effectiveness of the proposed mechanism.
Figure 5 shows the performance comparison between the two update mechanisms in a

high-flow environment (the number of update flow entries is more than 5,000). The number
of Flow-Mod messages is tested from 5,000 to 50,000. The selection of quantity threshold
and time threshold is consistent with the low-flow environment, but when we update 1,000
Flow-Mod messages using batch update mechanism, it can be seen from Figure 3 that
the percentage of time to build ACL tree to the total time is 51.56%, which indicates
that the time for preparing data and building the lookup tree is basically balanced, and
the update performance is optimal at this time. Therefore, we choose minimum quantity
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(a) Quantity threshold = 10

(b) Quantity threshold = 100

(c) Quantity threshold = 1,000

Figure 4. The average update time of two update mechanisms in a low-
flow environment
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(a) Quantity threshold = 1,000

(b) Quantity threshold = 5,000

(c) Quantity threshold = 50,000

Figure 5. The average update time of two update mechanisms in a high-
flow environment
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threshold as 1,000. Finally, quantity thresholds are selected as {1,000, 5,000, and 50,000},
time thresholds as {0.1 s, 0.5 s, and 1 s}.

According to the experimental results, it can be seen from Figure 5(a) that the up-
date performance improvement is more obvious in a high-flow environment. The number
of Flow-Mod messages increases linearly, the average update time of each entry is also
showing a linear growth trend. When we update 50,000 Flow-Mod messages with one
by one mechanism, the average time to update a Flow-Mod message is as high as 151.78
ms, which means one by one mechanism is difficult to meet the performance requirements
under the high-flow environment.

When quantity threshold is larger than 1,000, as shown in Figures 5(b) and 5(c), by
shortening time threshold, the average update time can be shortened. In this case, the
larger the time threshold selection is, the closer to 1,000 Flow-Mod messages in each batch
of update caches, and the shorter the average update time is. Considering the time to
build lookup trees in a high-flow environment no longer occupies most of the update time,
reducing the number of Flow-Mod messages in each batch, the time-consuming process of
data preparation can be reduced and the update speed can be improved. When the total
update number of Flow-Mod messages is 50,000, we set the quantity threshold = 1,000,
time threshold = 0.1 s, it only takes 8.4 ms on average to update a Flow-Mod message.
Compared with the one by one update mechanism, it is 18 times faster, showing batch
update mechanism can be used to implement the flow entries fast updating, and is more
applicable for the frequent update scenarios in the SDN.

The mechanism mentioned in this paper looks at the update performance in frequent
update scenarios from a macro perspective. However, when considering the update time
of a certain flow entry, the batch update mechanism generates additional data preparation
time, and the update time of individual entry increases compared to the original one by
one mechanism. This is the cost of the batch update mechanism, and we can balance
the impact by designing reasonable batch update conditions based on the actual update
environment.

4.3. Evaluating the impact of multiple flow tables on updating performance.
Since the build of lookup tree is based on the flow table, the multiple flow tables need
to be set up as the same number lookup trees. Therefore, the multi-level flow tables will
have an important impact on updating performance.

By using batch update mechanism, the flow entries are evenly distributed in the multi-
level flow tables to test the performance of updating. Since the switch to be tested can
store up to 64 flow tables, 640 flow entries are selected in the low-flow environment and
64,000 flow entries are selected in the high-flow environment for testing.

For low-flow environment, set up the quantity threshold = 100, time threshold = 1 ms,
Figure 6 shows that with the increase of flow table levels, the average update time (TAB)
is increasing. Considering the performance bottleneck of low-flow environment is to build
the lookup tree, therefore, the more levels of the flow table, the worse performance.

For high-flow environment, set up the quantity threshold = 1,000, time threshold = 1 s,
as can be seen from Figure 6, with the increase of flow table levels, the average update time
(TAB) is decreased. As the number of flow entries updated in each flow table is more than
1,000, it can be seen from Figure 3 that the performance bottleneck in this environment
is the time for data preparation, which is the time for SST and FRT establishment, so
it is better to reduce the number of flow entries in each flow table and increase the flow
table levels for improving update performance.

In general, the update performance decreases with the increase of flow table level in
low-flow environment. However, in high-flow environment, the update performance is
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Figure 6. The average update time of multiple flow tables using batch
update mechanism in different environments

improved when each flow table is in low-flow environment by increasing the flow table
level.

5. Conclusion. For modern lookup engine design in SDN switch, besides the pursuit
of lookup speed, efficient update mechanism is also an indispensable feature to maintain
high forward performance. Through the analysis of the actual Flow-Mod messages update
process, this paper puts forward the batch update mechanism, using the ACL algorithm
to analyze the performance bottleneck in low-flow environment and high-flow environment
respectively, proves the effectiveness of the proposed update mechanism. The batch update
mechanism applies not only to exchanging the flow entries, but also to scenarios with the
high update frequency, such as the multi-table update aggregation of the virtualized
router.
In the future, we will consider flow entries as file data and make the switch as a storage

node, embed common rules in the FRT of the switch in advance, to realize the update
at an even higher speed. Up to now, the maximum number of flow tables tested is 64,
and the maximum number of flow entries in each flow table is 64,000. Although the data
selection is limited, it is sufficient to illustrate the usefulness of this mechanism. The test
scope will be expanded to prove its universality in the frequent update scenarios in the
future work.
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